Currently, when the TCT Sub-Location parameter indicates that a campus is using TCT sub-location, PPS expects a title code to carry at least a ‘GN’ rate set of data. Titles cannot carry the default ‘***’ rate-set location.

TCT should be modified so that specific rate-set locations may be established for a title, but are not required for all titles when the campus utilizes the TCT sub-location feature. This will allow some titles to carry applicable sub-location rate sets identified as OP, GN, MD, or AG, while other titles/rep codes may still be ‘***’, indicating that the rate-set is applicable for any and all sub-locations.

TCT look-up routines should:

- If campus is not using TCT Sub-location, look only for ‘***’ rate set;
- If campus is using TCT Sub-Location, look for specific sub-location first, ‘GN’ second, then ‘***’ as the final check.